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Abstract

Debugging denotes the process of detecting root causes of unexpected observable behaviors

in prograins,- such as a program crash, an unexpected output value being produced or

an assertion violation. Debugging of program errors is a difficult task and often takes

a significant amount of time in the software development life cycle. In the context of

embedded software, the probability of bugs is quite high. Due to requirements of low

code size and less resource consumption, embedded softwares typically do away with a

lot of sanity checks during development time. This leads to high chance of errors being

uncovered in the production code at ran time.

Debugging embedded softwares is a common problem. Several techniques and tools do

exist for solving this problem. However, various kinds of bugs remain untouched regarding

unauthorized and inefficient memory related issues and few bugs may also reside inside the

states of the software code. No feasible algorithm or technique has ever been developed

that will solve all the particular cases of this problem accurately.

It turns out, though, that the width of the debugging metrics are quite important in a

large number of the embedded systems having various buggy issues. This becomes readily

apparent when weleam that the bugs typically come from inaccurate debugging technique.

Any measurement of a buggy metric is limited by the precision and accuracy of the

debugging technique. Tobe of practical use, the debugging process must be reasonably ac

curate. This implies that, for most of the parts, the actual values associated with measure

ments lie within relatively narrow interval parameters or metrics such as memory, invariant

and object state. Indeed, manufacturers often guarantee the error of their softwares to be

very small.

Thus, we desire to look only at narrow interval parameters when considering the devel

opment of the methodology for debugging embedded softwares. As no such effective tech

niques exist that can solve such software problems, developing such methodologies seems

indeed promising. Therefore, the goal of this thesis is to answer the following question:
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Embedded softwares are the heart ofembedded systems. The development ofembedded

softwares need to undergo the process ofgeneral software development cycle, resulting in
code development and debugging as important activities. Embedded softwares typically
do away with lot of sanity checks during development time. This leads to high chance of
errors being uncovered in the production code at nm time.

In this thesis we propose a methodology for debugging errors in embedded softwares.

As acase study we have used BusyBox. de-facto standard for embedded Linux in embedded
systems and a few pseudo codes tescmbiing a few blocks of embedded BusyBox. Our first
methodology works on top ofValgrind, a popular memory error detector. Our second work
deals with invariant analysis ofsome parts ofBusyBox by Daikon, an invariant analyzer. As

out final contribution we developed a technique which incorporates object state information
into class dependence ^aph (cldg) to detect bugs in object oriented programs for embedded
softwares.

Problem Statement ; Different kinds ofdebugging techniques are available for debug

ging embedded softwares. Specific types of errors that result from memory mishandling,
unauthorized memory access etc. are very much crucial to embedded softwares in respect of
bug intrusion, that must be detected well at the time ofdevelopment. Bugs can penetrate
into softwares through other ways also. But the existing approaches to detect the above
said bugs, are unable to execute its job satisfactorily. Hence the need for developing new
debugging methodologies aroused-
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Organization : This thesis '
regarding various aspects f follows. Chapter 2presents literature review
'heir features. Chapter 3 systems and embedded software and
raemoiy enor detection Cha t ^0'̂ : on this matter. Chapter 4presents the
state incorporated debugging te '' invariant analysis. Chapter 6presents object
^wks, ®technique. Chapter 7 presents future work and concluding

Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Software Bug

A software bug [40] is an error, flaw, mistake, undocumented feature that prevents it

from behaving as intended (e.g. producing an incorrect result). Most bugs arise due to

mistakesand errors made by the programmer, either in the program source code or its

design, and a few are caused by compilers producing incorrect code. A program that

contains a large number ofbugs, and orbugs that seriously interfere with its functionality, is

said to be buggy. Reports detailing bugs in a program are commonly known as bug
reports, fault reports or problem reports.

2.1.1 Types of Bugs

1. Type I error [39], also known as an error of the first kind, an a error, or a fiilse
positive; the error of rejecting a null hypothesis when it is actually true. It occurs

when we are observing a difference when intruth there isnone, thus indicating a test of

poor speciflction. Type I error can be viewed as the error ofexcessive credulity [46] or

even hallucination.

2. Type II error [39], also known as an error of the second kind, a p error, or a ftlse
negative; the error of failing to reject a null hypothesis when in fact we should have

rejected it. In other words, this is the error offailing to observe a difference when in
truth there is one, thus indicating a test of poor sensitivity. Type II error can be

viewed as the error of excessive skepticism [47]or myopia.
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Figure 2-1: An embedded system encompasses the CPU as well as many other resources.

2.3.1 Embedded Processors

Embedded processors can be broken into two broad categories: ordinary microprocessors
(gP) and microcontrollers (pC). which have many more peripherals on chip, reducing cost
and size. There are Von Neumann as well as various degrees ofHarvard architectures.
RISC as well as non-RISC and VLIW types of processors are available in market. Few of
these are: 65816. 65C02. 68HC0S. 68HC11. 68k. 78KOR/78KO, 8051. ARM. AYR, AVR32.
Blackfin, C167, Coldfire. C0P8. Coitus APS3, eZ8, eZ80. FR-V. H8. HT48. M16C, M32C,
MIPS. MSP430, PIC. PowerPC. R8C. RL78. SHARC, SPARC. ST6, SupcrH, TLCS-47.
TLCS-870, TLCS-900, Tricore, V850. x86. XE8000, Z80, AsAP etc.

2.3.2 Features of Embedded Systems

The figure 2.1 illustrates the peripheral environment of an embedded processor as well as a
construction of abasic embedded system. Embedded systems are very much accustomed
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2.4.3 Models of Computation

There are many models ofcomputation, each dealing with concurrency and time in diRcrent

ways. Here we outline some of the most useful models for embedded software [37],

I. Dataflow ; in dataflow models, actors are atomic (indivisible) computations that

are triggered by the availability of input data. Connections between actors represent

the flow of data from a producer actor to a consumer actor,

2. Time Triggered :Some systems with timed events are driven by clocks, which are

signals with events that are repeated indefinitely with a fixedperiod.

3. Synchronous/Reactive :In the synchronous/reactive (SR) model of computation,

connections between components represent data values that are aligned with global

clock ticks, as with time-triggered approaches [37].

4, Rendezvous :In synchronous message passing, the components are processes, and

processes communicate in atomic, instantaneous actions called rendezvous. If two

processes are to communicate, and one reaches the point first at which it is ready to

communicate, then it stalls until the other process is ready to communicate.

5. Finite State Machines :A11 [37] of the models of computation considered so far are

concurrent. It is often useful to combine these concurrent models hierarchically with

finite-state machines (FSMs) to get modal models. FSMs arc different from any of the

models we have considered so far in that they are strictly sequential. A component in

this model is called a state or mode, and exactly one state is active at a time. The

connections between states represent transitions, or transfer of control between states.

Execution is a strictly ordered sequence of state transitions. Transition systems are a

more general version, in that a given component may represent more than one system

state (and there may be an infinite number of components).

11



2.5 BusyBox

In this text we have experimented on BusyBox [22], a de-facto standard for Linux in

emebedded systems. BusyBox is a fairly comprehensive set of programs needed to run a

Linux system. Moreover it is the de-facto standard for embedded Linux systems, providing

many standard Linux utilities, but having small code size (size of executables), than the

GNU Core Utilities. BusyBox provides compact replacements for many traditional full

blown utilities found on most desktop and embedded Linux distributions. Examples include

the le utilities such as Is, cat, cp, dir, head, and tail. BusyBox also providessupport for more

complex operations, such as ifcong, netstat, route, and other network utilities. BusyBox is

remarkably easy to configure, compile, and use, and it has the potential to significantly

reduce the overall system resources required to support a wide collection of common Linux

utilities. BusyBox in general case can be built on any architecture supported by gcc.

BusyBox is modular and highly configurable, and can be tailored to suit particular

requirements. The package includes a configuration utility similar to that used to configure

the Linux kernel. The commands in BusyBox are generally simpler implementations than

their full-blown counterparts. In some cases, only a subset of the usual command line

options is supported. In practice,however, the BusyBox subset of command functionality is

more than sufficient for most general embedded requirements. °

The BusyBox bundle functions as a single executable where the different utilities are

actually passed on at the command line for separate invocation. It is not possible to build

the individual utilities separately and run them stand alone. For example, for nmning the

arp utility, we need to invoke BusyBox as busybox arp-Ainet and record the execution trace.

Since we work on the binary level, the buggy implementation for us is the BusyBox binary,

which has a large code base (about 121000 lines of code).

12





[. [[. acpid, addgroup, adduser, adjtimex, ar, arp, arping, ash, awk,
basenatnc, beep, blkid, brctl, bunzip2, bzcat, bzip2, cal, cat, catv, chat,
chattr, chgrp, chmod, chown, chpasswd, chpst, chroot, chrt, chvt, cksuin,

clear, ctnp, conn, cp, cpio, crond, crontab, cryptpw, cttyhack, cut, date,

dc, dd, deallocvt, delgroup, deluser, depmod, devmen, df, dhcprelay, diff,
dimame, dnesg, dnsd, dnsdomainname, dos2unix, du, dunpkmap, dunpleases,

echo, ed, egrep, eject, env,.envdir, envuidgid, ether-wake, expand, expr,

fakeidentd, false, fbset, fbsplash, fdflush, fdformat, fdisk, fgrep, find,

findfs, flash.eraseall, flash_lock, halt, hd, hdpam, head, hexdump,

hostid, hostname, httpd, hush, hwclock, id, ifconfig, ifdown, ifenslave,

ifplugd, ifup, inetd, init, inotifyd, logread, losetup, Ipd, Ipq, Ipr, Is,

Isattr, Ismod, Ispci, Isusb, Izmacat, Izop, Izopcat, makedevs, makemime,

man, mdSsum, mdev, patch, pgrep, pidof, ping, ping6, pipe_progress,

pivot_root, pkill, popmaildir, poweroff, printenv, printf, ps, pscan, pwd,

raidautorun, rdate, rdev, readahead, readlink, readprofile, realpath,

reboot, refomime, renice, reset, resize, im, rmdir, nmnod, route, rpm,

rpm2cpio, rtcwake, run-parts, runlevel, runsv, • runsvdir, rx, script,

scriptreplay, sed, sendnail, seq, setarch, setconsole, setfont,

setkeycodes, setlogcons, setsid, setuidgid, sh, shalsum, sha2S6sun,

sha512sum, showkey, slattach, sleep, softlimit, sort, split, ostart-stop-

daemon, stat, strings, stty, su, sulogin, sun, sv, svlogd, swapoff,

swapon, switch_root, sync, sysctl, syslogd, tac, tail, tar, taskset,

tcpsvd, tee, telnet, telnetd, test, tftp, tftpd, time, uudecode, uuencode,

vconfig, vi, vlock, volname, wall, watch, watchdog, wc, wget, which, who,

whoami, xargs, yes, zcat, zcip, msh, mt, nv etc.

Figure 2.2: The commands incorporated in BusyBox version-1.16.0.
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• buildroot--A configurable means for building users' own busybox/

uClibc based system systems, maintained by the uClibc developers

• OpenWrt--A Linux distribution for embedded devices, based on

buildroot

• Tiny Core Linux—A very small minimal Linux GUI Desktop

• PTXdist—Another configurable means for building your own busybox

based systems

• Debian installer (boot floppies) project

• Red Hat installer

• Slackware Installer

• Gentoo Linux install/boot CDs

• The Mandriva installer

• Linux Embedded Appliance Firewall—The sucessor of the Linux Router

Project, supporting all sorts of embedded Linux gateways, routers,

wireless routers, and firewalls

• Build Your Linux Disk

• AdTran - VPN/firewall VPN Linux Distribution

• mkCDrec - make CD-ROM recovery

• Partition Image

• Familiar Linux—A Hnux distribution for handheld computers

" Netstation

• GNU/Fiwix Operating System

• TimcSys real-time Linux

• MoviX—Boots from CD and automatically plays every video file on the

CD

• Salvare—More Linux than tomsrtbt but less than Knoppix, aims to

provide a useful workstation as well as a rescue disk and many more.

Figure 2.3: List of projects that use the BusyBox.
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* Galaxy MGB4500 Raid Pro NAS

* StoryBox Ultimate uses BusyBox vl.1.3 1
i

*Western Digital's ShareSpace network attached storage device |
* RD129 embedded board from ELPA !

* EMTEC MovieCube R700 uses BusyBox 1.1.3 i

* The Kerbango Internet Radio <

* LinuxMagic VPN Firewall

* Cyclades-TS and other Cyclades products

* Linksys WRT54G - Wireless-G Broadband Router

* Dell TnieMobile 1184

* NetGear WG602 wireless router with sources here

* ASUS WL-300g Wireless LAN Access Point with source here

* Belkin S4g Wireless DSL/Cable Gateway Router with source here

* Acronis PartitionExpert 2003

* U.S. Robotics Sureconnect 4-port ADSL router with source here

* ActionTec GT701-WG Wireless Gateway/DSL Modem with source here

* DLink—Model GSL-G604T, DSL-300T

* Siemens SESIS DSL router

* Free Remote Windows Terminal

* ZyXEL Routers etc.

Figure 2.4: List of products that use the BusyBox.
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